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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK REVISING PROSE
This remarkable little book, intended as a supplement for any course that requires
writing, models a clear, step-by-step system for creating straight-forward, concise,
intelligible and readable prose.
REVISING PROSE BY RICHARD A. LANHAM - GOODREADS
Revising Prose is a handbook-cum-manifesto for clear yet carefully constructed
prose, in opposition to 'Office Style' bureaucrat speak that has invaded academia.
While Derrida and a handful of others have made a poetic virtue of a certain
disorderly approach to prose, most such authors (including Derrida's imitators) are
disastrous prose thinkers. Revising Prose is a one-issue book. It teaches how to
avoid sentences with long prepositional phrase strings, so phrases like "The
history of the new regulatory provisions is that there is generally an immediate
resistance to them" Description. This remarkable little book, intended as a
supplement for any course that requires writing, models a clear, step-by-step
system for creating straight-forward, concise, intelligible and readable prose. A
humorous animated guide to Richard Lanham's 'Paramedic Method', as outlined
in his book _Revising Prose_, narrated by the author. Lanham is the author of
numerous books on writing, including Style: An Anti-textbook, The Motives of
Eloquence: Literary Rhetoric in the Renaissance, Revising Prose, Revising
Business Prose, Analyzing Prose, and Literacy and the Survival of Humanism. I
first encountered Revising Prose 22 years ago in a college writing course, and Mr.
Lanham has improved it continuously since then. More helpful than any other
book I have used, and very quick reading, ( no grammatical jargon), Prof.
Lanham's book is a genuine public service. Revising Prose remains well-paced,
engaging, and personal from beginning to end - the book all but reads itself to you
in Lanham's voice. The examples of "Official Style" get mind-numbingly boring as
the book progresses, but that only highlights the startling improvements good
revision can yield. Open Library is an initiative of the Internet Archive, a 501(c)(3)
non-profit, building a digital library of Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in
digital form. Click on the number of a sentence below to revise it. 1. The concept
of role differentiation in any social system may be defined as the structures of
distribution of the members of the system among the various positions and
activities distinguished in the system, and hence the differential. Revision literally
means to "see again," to look at something from a fresh, critical perspective. It is
an ongoing process of rethinking the paper: reconsidering your arguments,
reviewing your evidence, refining your purpose, reorganizing your presentation,
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reviving stale prose. The Paramedic Method for Revising Prose (adapted from
Richard Lanham) When Defoe's character Robinson Crusoe sees a human
footprint on the sand, his reactions help Find great deals on eBay for revising
prose. Shop with confidence. Revising prose. [Richard A Lanham] -- This
remarkable little book, intended as a supplement for any course that requires
writing, models a clear, step-by-step system for creating straight-forward, concise,
intelligible and readable prose. Explains the basic guidelines for revising prose
and discusses the different prose styles. Includes the Interactive Exercises
developed for both the Revising Prose and Revising Business Prose books, as
well as suggestions for classroom use. The Revising Prose book on which the
video is based, now in its fourth edition, is currently used at over 225 colleges and
universities in the United States. The Revising Prose DVD also includes the
Interactive Exercises developed for both the Revising Prose and Revising
Business Prose books, as well as suggestions for classroom use.
AMAZON.COM: REVISING PROSE (5TH EDITION) (9780321441690
EMBED (for wordpress.com hosted blogs and archive.org item tags) Revising
Prose / Edition 5 As its title implies, this book deals with revising, not with original
composition. Stressing the importance of the single sentence, The Paramedic
Method of revision provides an easily learned method of revision to combat the
obscurities of meaning that plague The Official Style, and demonstrates how to
revise this. Buy Revising Prose 5th edition (9780321441690) by Richard Lanham
for up to 90% off at Textbooks.com. Revising Prose by Richard A. Lanham As its
title implies, this book deals with revising, not with original composition. Stressing
the importance of the single sentence, The Paramedic Method of revision
provides an easily learned method of revision to combat the obscurities of
meaning that plague The Official Style, and demonstrates how to. The Revising
Business Prose Self-Teaching Exercise Book By. Posted on 22-Oct-2017 . The
Revising Business Prose Self-Teaching Exercise Book By Richard A. Lanham By
Richard A. Lanham If you are searched for the book The Revising Business
Prose. Study Revising Prose (5th Edition) discussion and chapter questions and
find Revising Prose (5th Edition) study guide questions and answers. This book
teaches you to reanimate dead writing, restoring action and personality to it, one
sentence at a time. Starting from analysis and reconstruction using small number
of rules, progressing to the philosophical question of why you should revise prose,
this book remains interesting after multiple readings. For fans of Revising Prose,
the first draft of this post was about 640 words, but the final has 194 for a Lard
Factor of 69%. This remarkable little book, intended as a supplement for any
course that requires writing, models a clear, step-by-step system for creating
straight-forward, concise, intelligible and readable prose. Revising Prose is a
handbook-cum-manifesto for clear yet carefully constructed prose, in opposition to
'Office Style' bureaucrat speak that has invaded academia. While Derrida and a
handful of others have made a poetic virtue of a certain disorderly approach to
prose, most such authors (including Derrida's imitators) are disastrous prose
thinkers. ISl :-. of Official Style:_ if there is one-rather than a bad one' What can
"good" and "bad " mean when applied co prose in chis way? Revising Prose
scares out by reaching yo u how to revise The Official Style. Chapter 1 Exercises
and Commentary Click on the number of a sentence below to revise it. 1. He sees
literature's primary function as a manifestation of the realm of imagination. The
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"Paramedic Method" Modified thfrom Lanham, R (2007).Revising Prose, 5 ed
JMGay 4/18 1.7 The Paramedic Method "is emergency therapy, a first aid kit, a
quick, self-teaching method for translating "Revising Prose," uses strong verbs to
get the Lanham's points across. HE breaks down his style and shows the reader
how to use his "Paramedic Method," of reviewing and editing. To hold his tradition
in mind this review shall be short and to the point: students, politicians and the
corporate world NEED this book to make themselves heard.
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